DEVELOPMENT OF A K-NN MODEL TO PREDICT THE POLARITY OF KOREAN GAME REVIEW COMMENTS
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to develop the machine learning model to evaluate game software in quantitative scale using opinion mining with the review comments which are provided by users in Korean. To do this, we first decompose the review comments into a lot of meaningful morphemes, and second construct a dictionary for opinion mining. Third, we develop a k-NN model to predict the polarity of review comment. Finally, we predict the polarity for each review comment which is included in validation data set by the model. The experimental results of the developed model are performed by the model which is implemented by JAVA and R language.
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1. Introduction

Game software industry is growing continuously from mid-1990s. The game software ‘Space War’ was first made by MIT in 1961, and many kinds of game software’s have appeared until now.

The ‘Valve’ company which was founded by Gabe Newell made Steam that was a platform for selling lots of game software’s. Through Steam, a lot of game software shave been posted and sold to user. The number of users of Stream reached about 75 million peoples at the January of 2014.

Game users want to get information on specific game software before buying it. Normally there are three ways to get the information. The first way is to get the information provided by the company which has developed the game software. The second way is to get the metacritic score that is scored at some famous sites for game software evaluation. The third way is to get information from review comments which are posted in Steam by many users.

Steambb (http://www.steambb.com) is a website where a lot of users give review comments in Korean for the game software’s which are sold in Steam. There are so a lot of review comments that it is difficult for users to read and understand all review comments. However, if we can summarize the review comments, then it may be useful and easy for users to decide to buy game software or for developers to get feedback for the game software which is developed by them. Actually there have been many studies to summarize the review comments, but there are few studies for analyzing review comments of game softwares.

Opinion mining is one of techniques to summarize the review comments. In this paper, we will develop a machine learning model to evaluate game software in quantitative scale using opinion mining with the review comments which are provided by users in Korean. We will first decompose the review comment into many meaningful morphemes, and second construct a dictionary for opinion mining. Finally we will develop a k-NN model to estimate the polarity of the review comment by opinion mining.

2. Related Works

In (Kim et al., 2009), the authors analyzed the characteristics of internet language and figured out intended meaning of the review comments. They classified the review comments
according to polarity. Also, they automatically collected a corpus by positive and negative words, and they analyzed polarity of the review comments. This paper showed that its model had good performance on estimating polarity for positive review comments but not for negative review comments. It was because that the number of positive review comments were so greater than that of negative review comments.

In (Jang et al., 2015), the authors divided the review comments into 5 groups: very positive, positive, neutral, negative, and very negative. They analyzed the review comments by the dictionary that they made, and calculated the probability with which the review comment would be included in each group using Dempster-Shafer theory.

In (Shin & Kim, 2010), the authors extracted the characteristics of a particular product. Also, they built a dictionary by tagging POS (Part of Speech) to dictionary on ratings and review comments.

In (Song & Lee, 2011), the authors found that there were a lot of spacing errors and spelling errors in internet language. So they did not use morpheme analyzer. To overcome the problem, they developed some patterns between consonants in the review comments. Then they analyzed the review comments with the patterns.

Many studies on opinion mining have been done but there are few studies on opinion mining with the review comments for the game software. Therefore in this paper we will develop a machine learning models to predict the polarity with the review comments for game softwares, and show the performance of the developed model by experimental results.

3. Overall Procedure

Overall procedure to develop a machine learning model to predict the polarity group with the review comments for game softwares is shown in Fig. 1.
First, we collected 17,182 review comments on Steambb from December 2012 to May 2015, and divided the review comments into learning data set (12,028, 70%) and validation data set (5,154, 30%). Each review comment had a rating score that was given by each user who wrote the review comment. Also, we divided the learning data set into three polarity groups (negative, neutral, positive). If its rating score is 1 or 2, it is included in the set of negative review comments. If the rating score is 3, it is the set of neutral review comments. If the rating score is 4 or 5, it is the set of positive review comments.

Second, the review comments were analyzed by using morpheme analyzer of which name was Hannanum (http://www.kldp.net/projects/hannanum) invented by KAIST (Korea Advanced Institute of Science of Technology). Hannanum provides three kinds of POS (Part of Speech) tagger: POS 09, POS 22, & POS 69.

Third, we built a dictionary with the data sets which were provided by Hannanum. After the dictionary was built, we calculated the function value for each word included in the dictionary by TF-IDF (Term Frequency & Inverse Document Frequency) function.

Fourth, we developed a machine learning model to predict the polarity of review comment and let the model for the opinion mining learned with the TF-IDF function values and its rating score for the review comment.

Finally, we estimated the rating score for validation data set by the model and evaluated performance by comparing the value obtained by our model and the rating score provided by Steambb. Also, we improved the model by tuning some parameters.

4. Our Method

4.1 Morpheme analysis

To elicit morphemes from review comment, we used Hannanum morpheme analyzer. The Hannanum can decompose a sentence into several words and POS tags. It provides POS tag information that has three kinds of POS (09, 22, & 69). The POS 09 means that each word elicited from the review comment is classified into nine parts of speech.
The nine parts of speech are as follows: S=syntax, F=foreign, N=noun, P=predicate, M=modifier, I=independent word, J=particle (This tag does not exist in English but in Korean), E=ending, and X=affix.

So we had a morpheme set by accumulating all of words which were elicited from all of the review comments by the Hannanum.

4.2 Dictionary building

After we applied the Hannanum solution to the review comments, we could have the first version of POS tagged dictionaries by POS 09, 22 & 69. However, there were a lot of morphemes that had no sentimental meaning in the first version of POS tagged dictionary. So we had to refine the first version of the POS tagged dictionary, and established the second version of POS tagged dictionary by eliminating morphemes which had no sentimental meaning.

For each word in the second version of dictionaries, we counted the frequency that the word appears in all of review comments.
After building the refined dictionary, we calculated the TF-IDF function value for each morpheme in the dictionary by the following equation.

$$TF-IDF(w, p) = r \times tf(w) \times \log \left( \frac{N}{df(w) + 1} \right)$$  (1)

$$r = \frac{\text{the number of total review comments}}{\text{the number of relevant review comments}}$$  (2)

Eq. 1 is the formula to calculate TF-IDF function value for each morpheme. However, the number of review comments by each polarity group (negative, neutral, positive) of the review comment are different. The TF-IDF function value can be affected by the number of review comments for each polarity group of review comment. So we needed to equalize the size of each polarity group of review comment, and introduced a weight factor ‘$r$’ to TF-IDF function. The ‘$r$’ means the ratio between total review comments and the relevant review comments. In Eq. 1, the ‘$tf(w)$’ means frequency of word ‘$w$’ which is shown in the relevant polarity group($p$), and the ‘$df(w)$’ means frequency of word ‘$w$’ which is shown in other polarity groups. However, if the ‘$df(w)$’ is zero, the TF-IDF function value becomes infinite. To prevent it, we add one to ‘$df(w)$’. The ‘$N$’ is total number of review comments.
For example, let us obtain the TF-IDF function value that the word ‘fun’ is included in the negative group. Then the ‘tf(w)’ can be calculated by frequency of word ‘fun’ on negative group, and the ‘df(w)’ can be calculated by frequency of word ‘fun’ on neutral group and positive group.

Therefore we can build the dictionary which has TF-IDF function value as the following Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Part of dictionary with TF-IDF function value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polarity Group</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>POS</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>TF-IDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>negative</td>
<td>구매행동문단단</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>10.3152</td>
<td>44.38499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative</td>
<td>불편해서</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>10.3152</td>
<td>33.42851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative</td>
<td>샌들</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>20.6304</td>
<td>61.31039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative</td>
<td>워치통</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>30.9456</td>
<td>77.67911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative</td>
<td>원치</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>577.6512</td>
<td>846.1155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative</td>
<td>더욱</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>72.2064</td>
<td>126.7627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative</td>
<td>어럽다</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>747.852</td>
<td>744.4225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative</td>
<td>매우</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>541.548</td>
<td>957.7599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative</td>
<td>한글화</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>195.9888</td>
<td>296.0548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative</td>
<td>안되서</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>46.4184</td>
<td>116.3694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative</td>
<td>패치까지</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>10.3152</td>
<td>44.38499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative</td>
<td>추천드</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>56.7336</td>
<td>123.953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative</td>
<td>태블릿</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>10.3152</td>
<td>44.38499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative</td>
<td>블로트</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>464.184</td>
<td>740.7465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative</td>
<td>니브</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>335.244</td>
<td>501.6523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative</td>
<td>영장</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>25.788</td>
<td>73.612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative</td>
<td>협의기</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>304.2984</td>
<td>383.736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative</td>
<td>상담회</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>417.7656</td>
<td>483.0717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative</td>
<td>강장감</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>103.152</td>
<td>195.2867</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Quantification of review comment

After building dictionary, we quantify the review comment by each polarity group. There are three polarity groups: negative group, neutral group, and positive group. For each polarity group, we quantify the review comment by summing TF-IDF function values of the words which are shown in the review comment. So we can obtain three values for each review comment as the following Eq. 3.

$$QRC_i = (\sum ngwi, \sum ntwj, \sum ptwj)$$ (3)

$QRC_i$ = Quantified value for review comment $i$

$Ngwi$ = TF-IDF function value of word $j$ which is included in negative polarity group and shown in the review comment $i$
\begin{align*}
N_{twi} &= \text{TF-IDF function value of word } j \text{ which is included in neutral polarity group and shown in the review comment } i \\
P_{twi} &= \text{TF-IDF function value of word } j \text{ which is included in positive polarity group and shown in the review comment } i
\end{align*}

For example, we assume that a review comment is divided into the following morphemes: ‘재미’ and ‘나쁜’, and its TF-IDF function value by each polarity group is shown in the dictionary as the following Fig. 3.

\textbf{Figure 3: Example process of quantification of review comment}

Then the word ‘재미’ has TF-IDF function value for negative group and positive group, respectively. The TF-IDF function value of ‘재미’ has difference on negative group and positive group. The function value is 3.222 on negative group and 6.111 on positive. Similarly, the function value of ‘나쁜’ is 1.222 on negative group. So we can obtain \( QRC_i \) as (4.444, 0, & 6.111).

We can quantify all review comments in the learning data set by calculating all \( QRC_i \)’s. Therefore we will develop the machine learning model to predict the polarity group for review comments with \( QRC_i \)’s and their rating scores.

4.4 Establishing Model to Predict Polarity Group
The review comment can be quantified as three-tuple by Eq. 3. So we can develop the machine learning model by letting the model learned with three-tuple and its rating score.

![Figure 4: Concept of machine learning model](image)

For the machine learning models, we developed a model based on k-NN (Nearest Neighbors). The k-NN is a classification method on machine learning, which estimates polarity group of the review comment by calculating distance between other points. The input consists of the k closest training examples in the feature space. The output is a polarity group. An object is classified by a majority vote of its neighbors, with the object being assigned to the class most common among its k nearest neighbors.

We developed a model based on k-NN. This model was learned with 12,028 review comments which was components of learning data set. Also, we evaluated the developed model with the validation data set.

The processes of morpheme analysis, building dictionary, and quantification of review comment were programmed by Java language in the model, and the machine learning model was programmed by R language.

5. Experiments and Results

After the model was learned with learning data set, we evaluated the developed model with validation data set. The model based on k-NN estimated the polarity group for every review comment in validation data set. Basically the k-NN model is to classify group based on the
distance. It classifies group to refer to properties of the closest point of the input data. The best choice of $k$ depends upon the data; generally, larger values of $k$ reduce the effect of noise on the classification, but make boundaries between classes less distinct. A good $k$ can be selected by various heuristic techniques. In this experiment, the Euclidean distance and Manhattan distance are used to calculate distance, and maximum value for $k$ was set to 100.

The experimental results are shown in Table 5.1. We calculated the average accuracy which means the probability that the estimated polarity group corresponds to the rating score of the review comment. This model had an average 69.65% accuracy with POS 09 tagged dictionary, 69.40% accuracy with POS 22 tagged dictionary, and 69.47% accuracy with POS 69 tagged dictionary when the Euclidean distance was applied. The average accuracy was 69.53% with POS 09 tagged dictionary, 69.63% accuracy with POS 22 tagged dictionary, and 69.77% accuracy with POS 69 tagged dictionary when the Manhattan distance was applied. In Table 5.1, the Best-k means the optimum value for $k$.

**Table 5.1: Result of experiment on k-NN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>POS</th>
<th>Best-k</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Euclidean</td>
<td>09</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>69.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>69.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>69</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>69.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manhattan</td>
<td>09</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>69.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>69.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>69</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>69.77%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The k-NN model with POS 69 tagged dictionary and Manhattan distance had the best accuracy among all experiments.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we developed the machine leaning model for predicting the polarity of review comments. First, we did morpheme analysis using Hannanum, and the POS tags and words were elicited from review comments. Second, we built the POS tagged dictionary which had TF-IDF function value. Third, we developed the machine learning model to predict polarity of review comment, which was a k-NN model. Finally, we predicted the polarity for each review comment which is included in validation data set by each model. We evaluated the performance of the developed model and the k-NN model with POS 69 tagged dictionary and Manhattan distance had the best result.

For further work, it would be necessary to improve the prediction accuracy for the developed model. We found that there were not enough negative review comments which were collected from Steambb. The 1,555 negative review comments were too small to make decision comparing with the 8,020 positive review comments. Also, it needs to develop other machine learning models like a neural network based model and a SVM (Support Vector Machine) based model. So we will collect new data set from Steambb and other game sites, and develop some machine learning models to predict the polarity of review comments. Furthermore, we will apply this research methodology to other domains such as home appliances, agro-fishery products, apparel, and personal credit, etc.
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